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The Sixth International Conference on Advances and Trends in Software Engineering (SOFTENG
2020), held between February 23-27, 2020 in Lisbon, Portugal, continued a series of events focusing on
the challenging aspects for software development and deployment, across the whole life-cycle.

Software engineering exhibits challenging dimensions in the light of new applications, devices and
services. Mobility, user-centric development, smart-devices, e-services, ambient environments, e-health
and wearable/implantable devices pose specific challenges for specifying software requirements and
developing reliable and safe software. Specific software interfaces, agile organization and software
dependability require particular approaches for software security, maintainability, and sustainability.

We welcomed academic, research and industry contributions. The conference had the following
tracks:

 Challenges for dedicated software, platforms, and tools

 Software testing and validation

 Software requirements

 Maintenance and life-cycle management
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SOFTENG 2020 technical

program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who
dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to SOFTENG 2020. We truly believe that, thanks to
all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

We also thank the members of the SOFTENG 2020 organizing committee for their help in handling
the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope that SOFTENG 2020 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of software
engineering. We also hope that Lisbon, Portugal provided a pleasant environment during the conference
and everyone saved some time to enjoy the historic charm of the city.
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Mapping on the Use of Games for Programming Teaching with an Emphasis on

Software Reuse

Diego Castro, Cláudia Werner

COPPE/Computer Systems Engineering Program
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
{diegocbcastro, werner}@cos.ufrj.br

Abstract—Many works have already approached the use of games
as a teaching method due to several advantages that this strategy
can bring to the current teaching method. Therefore, a study
was previously performed to identify games created for teaching
software reuse fundamentals. However, no work addressing this
problem was identified. Software reuse is an essential area of
software engineering and is commonly associated with program-
ming. Based on this, this article sought to identify works that
had already been done on the use of games for programming
teaching but could be used to teach reuse fundamentals.

Keywords–game; game-based-learning; software reuse; pro-
gramming; systematic mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Reuse (SR) is the discipline responsible for
creating software systems from pre-existing software [1]. This
concept is not just limited to code reuse; software in this
context can refer to other products, such as modeling, spec-
ifications, test plans, and any other product in the life cycle
of a project. With the correct use of this discipline, it can
provide several positive impacts in a variety of contexts, such
as quality, cost, productivity, code-making performance, rapid
prototyping, reduced code writing, reliability, and interoper-
ability of software [2].

Despite the advantages mentioned, SR is still far from
being used on a large scale; many people reuse software, but
not in a systematic manner. One of the main factors for reuse
not being implemented is the difficulty of education in the area
[3]. Based on this, a study was previously performed to iden-
tify games created for teaching software reuse fundamentals.
However, it was not possible to identify a game specifically
designed for this purpose.

In this initial research, it was observed that software reuse
might be contained in different areas, such as programming
and Software Engineering. Thus, this initial research was
divided into two parts: the first to search for games to teach
software engineering and the other to search for games for
programming teaching with an emphasis on software reuse.
Based on the information provided, this study aims to identify
games that have the purpose of teaching programming with
emphasis/potential for reuse, that is, to find games that were
developed for teaching programming, but could be used to
teach some of the fundamentals of software reuse, such as
logical reasoning development, function development, object
orientation, among others.

The remainder of this paper is presented as follows: Section
II describes the research method used in the systematic map-
ping, Section III shows some results that were found, Section
IV demonstrates an example of how one of the games found
could be used to teach SR, Section ?? shows the threats to
validity, and Section V concludes with the final remarks.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

Systematic mapping is a secondary study method based on
a structured and repeatable process or protocol that explores
studies and provides a result in the form of an overview of
a particular subject [4]. The mapping presented follows the
protocol proposed by Kitchenham [5].

The research process presented in this study covers articles
published by the end of 2018 and aims to conduct a systematic
mapping to identify work that has already been done on games
for programming teaching but could be used to teach software
reuse fundamentals, such as logical reasoning development,
function development, object orientation, among others.
A. Research Questions
• Q1: What is the main advantage / motivation of the use

of games to teaching programming language?
• Q2: What is the disadvantage of the use of games to

teaching programming language?
• Q3: What is the main characteristic of the game used?
• Q4: What was the evaluation method used?

The mapping presented followed well-defined steps so that
it was possible to reach a set of articles that were of interest
to the search [5]. The search string was executed in Scopus as
recommended by other studies [6] [7], and then the inclusion
and exclusion criteria were applied to the set of articles that
were found based on the title, abstract, and full text.

The inclusion criteria chosen were: (1) The article must
be in the context of using games for teaching a programming
language; (2) The article must provide data to answer at least
one of the research questions; (3) The article should be written
in English. The exclusion criteria chosen were: (1) Book
chapters, conference call; (2) Studies that can not be fully
accessed.
B. Search string and Analysis

The definition of the search string was based on the
Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome (PICO) struc-
ture [8], using three of the four levels. The search string was
defined by grouping the keywords of the same domain with

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2020.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-776-4
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the logical operator “OR” and grouping the two fields with
the logical operator “AND”. However, we chose to use a date
filter, searching only for articles that were published within
five years, aiming to find more recent works in the area [9].
Table I demonstrates the PICO structure used in conjunction
with the search string.

Initially, the search string returned a total of 507 papers.
When analyzed according to the inclusion and exclusion filters,
this number dropped to 17 papers. To minimize the lack
of other search bases, considering that the study was only
performed on Scopus, it was opted to use the snowballing
procedure to minimize article loss, according to Motta et
al. [6] and Matalonga et al. [7]. The approach was applied,
searching for new papers through the references and through
the papers that referenced these works. Thus, 9 more papers
were included, totaling 26 analyzed papers. Table II shows
how these 26 articles were obtained, and Table III shows each
of these articles.

TABLE I. SEARCH STRING

PICO SYNONYMS

Population
Programming language, algorithm experience, algorithm skills,
algorithm alternative, algorithm method, coding experience,
coding skills, coding method, coding alternative

Intervention Tutoring, teach*,instruction, discipline, schooling, education*,
mentoring, course, learn*,train*, syllabus

Comparison Not applicable

Outcome Game*, gami*, play*, “serious games”, edutainment,
“game based learning”, simulation

SEARCH STRING
TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( ”programming language” OR ”algorithm experience”
OR ”algorithm skills” OR ”algorithm alternative” OR ”algorithm method”

OR ”coding experience” OR ”coding skills” OR ”coding method” OR
”coding alternative”) AND ( tutoring OR teach* OR instruction OR

discipline OR schooling OR educat* OR mentoring OR course OR learn*
OR train* OR syllabus ) AND ( game* OR play* OR ”serious

games” OR gami* OR edutainment) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2018 )
OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2017 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2016 )

OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR , 2015 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2014 ) ) )

III. RESULTS

Section A demonstrates a discussion of the main results
found in this work, and Section B presents the threats to the
validity of this information exposed.

A. Discussion

The articles found in this study sought to demonstrate
games that could be used in teaching some concepts related
to programming. However, the analysis of the documents was
performed in search of works that could be used to explain
some of the concepts of reuse. From this, works that were not
developed with this context but could be used for this purpose
were also found. Figure 1 groups the articles by location and
year of publication. It is possible to see an increase in the
number of publications over the years and that many countries
are looking for improvements in this area.

The bottom of the image also shows the number of articles
found grouped by game type. However, some papers used more
than one approach. From Figure 1, it is possible to observe that
the most used way to teach programming is through the use
of ”blocks of code”. By abstracting this idea it is possible
to consider the concept of software components that is an
important research area of SR and aims to build software from
pre-produced components [10].

Figure 1. General analysis of the articles found.

Q1: What is the main advantage / motivation of the use
of games to teaching programming language?

Using games as a reinforcement tool to teach skills can be
a very beneficial strategy for students. They have proven to be
a useful tool to complement conventional learning methods.
Games allow visualizing concepts that may be too abstract.
They also help you get acquainted with the knowledge and
methods that may be tedious to study, offering a cycle of
challenges and rewards that drives the learning experience [11].

Many authors claim that games have several characteristics
that can benefit teaching [12] [13]. They have already been
used as successful educational tools in many different fields
and topics, such as engineering, learning languages, theater
and even health [14]. The advantages include: increased stu-
dent motivation and engagement, enhancement of pre-existing
knowledge, increased performance in practical activities, im-
mediate feedback, fun and satisfaction, among others [11] [15–
19].

Q2: What is the disadvantage of the use of games to
teaching programming language?

Despite the advantages offered by games as a teaching
method, there are also some issues involving this approach.
The first problem found was the comparison of the level of
learning provided by a game as a teaching method and a class
with textual programming. Despite the advantages offered by
games, textual programming can still convey better content
[20].

Another problem identified was the complexity of the game
created. If the teaching tool used is too complicated, students
can reduce the time spent solving problems to focus more on
the tool. This is an unwanted distraction, and any game used
should be easy to use, allowing the student to focus on solving
the problem rather than how to use the game [21].

Finally, the last problem identified was that although games
provide several advantages, they are not seen as self-sufficient.

2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2020.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-776-4
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TABLE II. ANALYSIS OF THE PAPERS

Main Study Snowballing backward Snowballing Forward
Activity Result Number of paper Result Number of paper Result Number of paper
First Execution 507 added 507 389 added 389 123 added 123
Repeated Papers 501 withdraw 501 294 withdraw 95 16 withdraw 107
Papers in another language 0 withdraw 501 14 withdraw 81 13 withdraw 94
Remove conference / workshops 16 withdraw 485 0 withdraw 81 0 withdraw 94
Remove books 0 withdraw 485 0 withdraw 81 0 withdraw 94
Remove by title 368 withdraw 117 46 withdraw 35 58 withdraw 36
Remove by abstract 83 withdraw 34 17 withdraw 18 18 withdraw 18
Papers not found 0 withdraw 34 0 withdraw 18 0 withdraw 18
Remove by full paper 17 withdraw 17 12 withdraw 6 13 withdraw 3
Total papers included 17 papers 6 papers 3 papers
Extracted Papers 26 papers

TABLE III. TRACEABILITY MATRIX.

Title Year Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Perceptions of Scratch programming among secondary school students in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa 2018 X X X
Robo3: A Puzzle Game to Learn Coding 2018 X X X X
Improving programming skills in engineering education through problem-based game projects with Scratch 2018 X X X
Introducing novice programmers to functions and recursion using computer games 2018 X X X
Introducing programming using “scratch” and “greenfoot” 2018 X X X
Developing Educational 3D Games With StarLogo: The Role of Backwards Fading in the Transfer of
Programming Experience 2018 X X X X

Learning to think and practice computationally via a 3D simulation game 2018 X X X
Design and implementation of Robo3 : an applied game for teaching introductory programming 2017 X X X
A cross-cultural review of lightbot for introducing functions and code reuse 2017 X X
Using Digital Game as Compiler to Motivate C Programming Language Learning in Higher Education 2017 X X X
Cubely: Virtual reality block-based programming environment 2017 X X X
Analysis of the learning effects between text-based and visual-based beginner programming environments 2017 X X X
Visual programming language for model checkers based on google blockly 2017 X X X
Educational resource based on games for the reinforcement of engineering learning programming
in mobile devices 2016 X X X

Teaching abstraction, function and reuse in the first class of CS1 - A lightbot experience 2016 X X X
From Alice to Python Introducing text-based programming in middle schools 2016 X X X
Visual programming languages integrated across the curriculum in elementary school: A two year case
study using Scratch” in five schools 2016 X X X

Building a Scalable Game Engine to Teach Computer Science Languages 2015 X X X
A mobile-device based serious gaming approach for teaching and learning Java programming 2015 X X
Coding with Scratch: The design of an educational setting for Elementary pre-service teachers 2015 X X X
Droplet, a Blocks-based Editor for Text Code 2015 X X X
Integrating Droplet into Applab – Improving the usability of a blocks-based text edit 2015 X X X
The development of a virtual learning platform for teaching concurrent programming languages in
secondary education: The use of open Sim and Scratch4OS 2014 X X X X

Effects of using Alice and Scratch in an introductory programming course for corrective instruction 2014 X X X
A structured approach to teaching recursion using cargo-bot 2014 X X X
The Effects of Teaching Programming via Scratch on Problem Solving Skills: A Discussion from
Learners, Perspective, Informatics in Education 2014 X X X

Professional follow-up and feedback on the course are required
to solve any problem that may arise throughout the learning
process [21].

Q3: What is the main characteristic of the game used?
This study identified several games that sought to teach

programming through increased motivation and engagement
through fun. Most of these games were designed to be used by
users with minimal or no knowledge of programming language
[22].

The first game found was LightBot, which is a game to
teach programming logic and has features such as multi-level,
difficulty progression, feedback, challenges, use of similar

tasks, concepts of functions, abstraction, flow control, recur-
sion and code reuse [15] [16] [19]. Another game very similar
to the one described above is Cargo-Bot, which has the same
characteristics, but with other gameplay that revolves around
a crane that moves and stacks a set of colored boxes. Players
write small programs to move boxes from one initial setup to
another [23]. Another game called Robo3 was found that had
characteristics very similar to those described [11].

Another game very similar to the ones listed above was a
game designed to teach Java programming that, to advance the
levels, the player needs to overcome different levels. As the
player surpasses these levels, he or she can progress through
the story, unlocking new elements and gaining experience

3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2020.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-776-4
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points to unlock new content [22].
Another game found was Lost in Space, which includes,

among other components, a game rules system, a physics
engine, and a rendering engine. The game screen is divided
into two parts. The left side containing the code interpreter
text area and a help window and on the other side, the game
phase. Through this game, some features were highlighted,
such as obstacles, code interpreter (pseudocode of the game),
collisions, movement, enemy and attack system [14].

In this research, we also identified some visual program-
ming languages that are not considered as games directly, but
that uses ”block” approach to building programs. The first
two to be identified were Alice [24] and Scratch [17], which
are block-based visual programming languages designed to
promote media manipulation for new programmers. From these
languages, it is possible to upload media projects and scripts,
animated stories, games, book reports, greeting cards, music
videos, tutorials, simulations, and art and music projects. Two
other languages very similar to those described are StarLogo
TNG [20] and Droplet [25] [26], which are also drag-and-drop
visual languages.

Greenfoot is an integrated tool that aims to teach object-
oriented programming. Also, the tool allows teachers to intro-
duce the most essential and fundamental concepts of object
orientation in an easily understandable way [27]. Finally, the
last visual language found is called Google Blockly [28],
which is a library for building visual programming editors.

Finally, another feature that was used to create these games
was the use of virtual and augmented reality. The Cubely game
made use of these technologies to develop an idea that blended
block programming concepts and the Minecraft game [29].

Q4: What was the evaluation method used?
Several evaluation methods were identified in this research.

However, in general, all evaluations have a questionnaire
applied to a specific population after using the tool to validate
it [20] [24] [28].

Another possible means of the evaluation was the use of
control groups where one group used the tool, and the other
did not, and the same questionnaire was applied to both groups
[14]. Through this assessment, it is possible to find out if
there was a gain of experience through the tool use since it is
possible to compare the results of the two groups.

The last evaluation method found was about the use of the
tool as part of the discipline — the tool as a complement to
the teaching of programming [30].

To conclude, games can be a new method to complement
the current teaching method due to its main advantages, such
as increased practice and engagement through challenges,
rewards, fun, and feedback. However, it is still something new
that needs attention due to problems such as the complexity
of the game that can affect learning, and the level of learning
provided by games is still lower than current teaching methods.

B. Threats to Validity
Through a critical analysis of the mapping, it is possible

to perceive some threats that may have affected the final result
of the work. The first to be highlighted is about the period

in which the mapping was performed, collecting information
from just five years. The second threat is the problem of
interpreting the information found, which is up to the author
to understand the game found and think of a way that could
be applied in the teaching of SR.

IV. REUSING GAMES TO TEACH SR

This mapping found several games; however, none of them
was produced to teach SR. Nevertheless, these games, with
only a few or no modifications, could be used to explain certain
concepts of software reuse, such as the importance of reusing,
software components or code reuse.

Thinking about this idea of teaching SR, the platforms
of Scratch, Alice, Droplet, and Google Blockly could, for
example, be used to teach code reuse. All code that is generated
with these platform is made from pre-produced blocks that
resemble the idea of pre-produced components.

Robo3 and Lightbot are of puzzle type and are very similar,
the general idea of these games is to create sequences of
activities (which are described as functions) that perform a
task, such as taking the avatar from point A to point B.
Thinking about this type of games, these functions can be used
in the game several times, teaching the student the concept of
code reuse. Cubely is a Minecraft-based game; however, its
mechanics are very similar to the two games described earlier
and could also be used to teach code reuse.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

For many people who are not directly linked to the software
reuse area, they refer to it as just code. Due to this fact,
this mapping sought to find programming teaching games that
could be used to teach reuse concepts that are often abstract to
many students. From this, it was possible to identify six games
and six block-based programming languages. The game, and
the visual programming language that were identified in more
articles were LightBot [15] and Scratch [17], respectively.
The main characteristics found were the use of rules, phases,
difficult progression, feedback, challenges, and the use of
similar tasks in sequence.

As mentioned before, software reuse is inserted in several
contexts, and the most common are propagation and engineer-
ing. This work sought to identify games that were created to
teach programming but could be used to explain some of the
fundamentals of software reuse, thus looking at works from the
first context. To better understand how these games are used as
teaching methods, it is intended to perform another mapping
to identify games that aim to teach software engineering, since
as software reuse is inserted in the engineering and possibly
similar features can be used to the teaching of the two subjects.

Although this work has found some games that could be
used to teach some reuse fundamentals such as components,
functions, and object orientation, none of these games were
specificaly designed to teach software reuse. Therefore, based
on the characteristics that were found (multi-level, difficult
progression, feedback, challenges, among others), it is intended
to create a game with the specific purpose of software reuse
teaching.
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Abstract—Increasing amount of data and the diversity of
available data structures enable applications that can make timely
decisions based on live data that, in most cases, can be evaluated
without traditional application layer processing. SAP introduced
the Core Data Service (CDS) framework as a data modeling
approach in which Virtual Data Models (VDM) are defined at
the database layer. CDS improve applications performance by
pushing data processing from the application to the database
layer to reduce data movements. In this paper, we present some
technical insights into SAP’s CDS, including new application
patterns supported by CDS and the motivations behind it. We
also discuss some practical considerations and challenges that
may arise with CDS adoption and implementation.

Index Terms—ERP; Programming; Database; Code Pushdown

I. INTRODUCTION

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Business Intelli-
gence (BI) systems are a fundamental part of today’s enterprise
IT applications portfolio. They provide a set of standardized
software packages that capture interdisciplinary business pro-
cesses across the entire value chain of an enterprise in a
streamlined fashion [1]. ERP and BI systems integrate business
functions with a centralized data repository shared by all
business processes in the enterprise. The information provided
by these systems drive daily business operations and provides
for the development of new business ideas.

ERP systems were designed to capture daily operational and
transactional business data. This kind of data processing typ-
ically referred to as Online Transactional Processing (OLTP)
[2], uses row-based operations to efficiently process trans-
actions, instantly recording business events (e.g., payments)
and reflecting changes as they occur. However, they are not
efficient at performing set-wide operations on entire tables. BI
or Data Warehouse systems, on the other hand, were designed
as Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) systems, to provide
analytical and trend reporting from the growing data in the
ERP systems. They leverage column-oriented tables to speed
up operations over a huge volume of data at the expense of
efficiency in executing OLTP workload.

OLTP and OLAP systems evolved separately to prevent
the long-running and resource-intensive OLAP workload from
decreasing the transactional throughput of the OLTP system
[3]. Specifically, OLAP solutions were running analytical
queries on a copy of the transactional data (i.e., views) from
OLTP data stores [4]. This enabled companies to efficiently

address a growing number of conflicting business needs, albeit,
at the expense of increased complexity to link, orchestrate
and synchronize multiple systems in the IT infrastructure.
Therefore, unified Analytical Transaction Processing (ATP)
systems were proposed to perform fast analytical processing
coupled with transactional data management [4], preferably,
by merging operational and analytical systems into one single
system. ATP systems run the analytical queries directly on top
of the transactional data to enable real-time data operations,
reduce IT complexity and lower the total cost of ownership.

Systems, Applications and Products (SAP) introduced the
High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA) [5] to provide
a unified ATP system that fulfils the aforementioned require-
ments of business applications. It provides a data management
platform to support efficient processing of both transactional
and analytical workloads on the same physical database. It
supports a code pushdown approach to execute data-intensive
processing in the database close to the raw data (i.e., code-
to-data) to reduce expensive data movement and improve
applications performance. To take advantage of this code
pushdown concept, SAP introduced CDS framework as a data
modeling infrastructure to enable data reusability, extensions,
and integration in HANA. Later, CDS were also introduced to
the SAP ABAP application stack to enable developers to take
advantage of the code pushdown with other databases.

In this paper, we introduce CDS and the motivation behind
it. We also discuss some of CDS implications on application
development strategy. The paper is organized as follows: CDS
are described in Section II. In Section III we discuss CDS
advantages and present some practical considerations related to
code-push-down with CDS. We conclude the paper and present
future research directions in Section IV.

II. SAP CORE DATA SERVICES (CDS)

In this section we present a brief background of code
pushdown and introduce the data services layer provided by
CDS. Additionally, we describe CDS technical features and
enhancements.

A. Background

The availability of multi-model databases that support com-
plex data structures such as spatial, text, graph, and time series
data enables built-in advanced analytics capabilities, such as
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text mining, spatial analysis and predictive analytics.These
capabilities support diverse application patterns ranging from
transactional systems to decision and analytic support systems
in real-time and on live data [6]. However, as the size of data
grows, moving data becomes the bottleneck and the cost of
moving data around becomes prohibitive. Yet, in many cases,
the data can be evaluated and processed on the data storage
without the need for traditional application layer processing.

Let us consider the example of one million values, rep-
resenting different currencies, that need to be calculated.
Typically, the individual values are transferred to the appli-
cation server from the database to only be discarded after
the conversion and calculation has been done. Therefore, it’s
advantageous to move the data less by running workloads in
the data storage or as close to it as possible [7]. This concept
of code pushdown or code-to-data (see Figure 1) improves the
applications performance by executing application logic inside
the database, thus, decreasing the amount of data transfer and
round-trips between the database and application layers.

B. Data Services Layer

Technically, applications communicate with databases
through a number of various interfaces such as Standard Query
Languages (SQL), Stored Procedures, SQL Scripts, or specific
APIs. In the code pushdown concept, data services such as
search or predictive analytics use these interfaces to push the
computation to the database layer and only move results to
application layer. Therefore, a common abstraction layer for
integrating database interfaces and data services together is
necessary. To this end, SAP introduced a data service layer
(i.e., CDS) as a common abstraction layer for integrating these
interfaces and data services together. This layer provides data
models for defining and formatting data sources consistently
across multiple systems, enabling different applications to
share the same data, thus reducing development costs and
time as well as improving the quality and performance of the
applications.
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The CDS data modeling infrastructure uses specific domain
language to define different data services in a unified data
definition and query language [8]. These data models are
defined and consumed on the database server rather than
on the application layer. They can be further enriched with
semantics to allow developers to define entity types (e.g.,
orders or products) and the semantic relationships between
them, which correspond to key relationships in traditional
entity relationship (ER) models.

In particular, CDS offer central definitions that can be used
in many different application context, such as transactional and
analytical applications, to interact with data in the database
in a unified way. They provide a cross platform unified data
abstraction layer that sits between the database and client
applications (see Figure 2). They function as proxy that drives
data intensive computation to the database and exposes only
relevant results to be consumed by different applications.
Similar to Open Data Protocol (OData) for User Interface
(UI) abstraction where UI rendering is pushed up to the client,
CDS push down data-intensive calculations to the data layer to
get the benefits of the underlying databases high-performance
capabilities such as fast in-memory column operations, query
optimization, and parallel execution.

C. CDS Description

CDS models are expressed in a Data Definition Language
(DDL). DLL is based on standard SQL with some enhance-
ments, such as associations, extensions, and annotations. The
CDS Query Language (QL) is an extension to SQL used to
consume CDS data. The QL includes enhancements such as
defining views within the CDS data model. It also introduces
the use of associations defined by the DDL. Instance-based
authorization to CDS entities are defined using the Data
Control Language (DCL). DCL can leverage literal conditions
that compare elements of a CDS entity with literal values
such as organization code, thus, pushing granular authorization
filters and restrictions to the database for better performance.
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They can also integrate with traditional authorization concept
in SAP to check against existing authorization objects.

There are two variants of CDS: ABAP and HANA. HANA
CDS are HANA database dependent entities residing on the
database itself. They enable the creation of database tables,
views and data types using the native HANA DB SQL state-
ments, enriching them with semantical properties, and using
HANA native functions to perform data intensive computa-
tions. The HANA CDS does not require a specific application
stack and therefore can support a variety of technologies and
programming languages.

On the other hand, ABAP CDS provide a framework for
defining and consuming semantic data models on the central
database of the ABAP application stack. One can use SQL
like statements to create and deploy the corresponding CDS
entity on the target database automatically. Simillar to HANA
CDS the models are based on the DDL and DCL, which are
managed by ABAP Dictionary. However, unlike HANA CDS,
ABAP CDS are database independent.

Virtually, design principles for both ABAP and HANA
CDS are the same but due to differences in the respective
environments, some technical differences between these fla-
vors evolved. One clear distinction is that ABAP CDS access
control and authorization can support traditional ABAP-based
authorizations or defined in the DCL of the CDS entities.
Both methods can be used independently or together, however
the traditional authorization concept allows for the reuse of
existing authorizations in the ABAP system.

Technically, CDS are an enhancement of the standard SQL
that provides a data modeling framework for developers to
define CDS entities, such as tables, views, and user defined
data structures in the database. The CDS entities capture the
semantics of the data to join the data needed for the application
into one single model. There are two types of CDS entities:
views and table functions.

The CDS views are defined for existing tables or views
in the database. They can be used to rearrange table fields
based on the application needs. The views can have additional
input parameters to filter the data during selection process at
database level itself. So there is no need for a where condition
in the application layer code.

Alternatively, CDS table function views include computa-
tions for database tables that are used by other CDS views,
such as date and time calculation and conversion functions.
Similar to CDS views, table functions can have additional
parameters. Both type of views provide a number of major
capabilities and enhancements over standard SQL, such as:

• Joins: are used to group fields from one or more different
tables or views. Joins such as INNER JOIN, LEFT
OUTER JOIN, RIGHT OUTER JOIN, or UNION are
supported.

• Associations: are joins on demand that get executed when
specifically used in a query. They are reusable, and allow
a CDS view to be linked with other data sources, such as

classical tables and views or another CDS entity, with a
varying degree of cardinality. Cardinality and simple path
expression in queries are the most important benefits of
associations views.

• Annotations: define properties and behavior at run time.
For example, one can save views or link another column
during run time using the “@” character in the CDS view
definitions. It further allows parameters to be used or meta
data to be added to the CDS view data.

• Expressions: are used for calculations such as aggregation
and mathematical computation in the data model queries.

• Extensions: are views with additional information that is
not in the original table. They reduce data movement by
adding expressions, associations and additional columns
to an existing view.

D. Example

We show two examples of using CDS in Figure 3. The
CDS are used to build a data model and service definitions
on a conceptual level. Specifically, CDS models are translated
into native database artifacts (e.g., schema) and interpreted to
services to be exposed to applications. Specifically, at line 4
the OData annotation generates OData service automatically.
The OData is then consumed by the application to enable the
fuzzy search shown in the example. Further, at line 11 the
example shows additional annotations that are used to enable
other visual elements such as default values and enabled UI
controls. In lines 23, the example also shows the currency
conversion scenario mentioned in Section II-A using CDS
table function. Besides the performance enhancement with this
approach, the data abstraction layer makes it easier to define
semantically rich data models. These models can be used for
easy data access and allow for reuse in different types of
application.

III. DISCUSSION

Code pushdown or code-to-data concept is not a new one. In
fact, some would argue that database stored procedures offer
a similar performance advantage to CDS entities. However,
stored procedure languages offer abstractions close to the
database layer and they often lack concepts to express the
application semantics. Moreover, with stored procedures one
would lose the advantages of the CDS unified development
environment by introducing code into the system that is more
difficult to maintain, challenging to test, often frustrating to
debug and needs to be integrated and managed through diverse
database interfaces [9]. With CDS, one can make use of SAP’s
available tools to assist developers during CDS development,
testing, and in their deployment to the production systems.
Practically, CDS objects are integrated in the repository of
SAP applications artifacts for complete life cycle management.
They are like any other SAP development objects, subject
to the transport system within SAP so that they can be
easily deployed or transported from development via test to
a production system consistently.
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Fig. 3. Core Data Services Examples.

Applications based on CDS framework implies a major
shift in development practices. Specifically, CDS shift the
development paradigm from a process-centric activity to a
data-centric activity [4]. For example, applications need to be
designed to take advantage of CDS features and define new
data hierarchies that can be readily used by applications. Since
development is driven by the need to eliminate or reduce data
movement from the database into application servers, which,
in fact, is the main bottleneck for data-intensive applications in
traditional three-tier architecture. Developers have to identify
data-intensive parts of their application [10]. These parts can
then be redesigned -leveraging CDS views- to push down the
computation into the data layer. However, identifying data-
intensive parts is not necessarily a trivial exercise. Therefore,
Intuitive techniques for describing and modeling data are
necessary [3]. One can guide this by best practices, design
patterns, code analysis, performance profiling, etc.

Furthermore, a data-centric approach reduces the applica-
tions code footprint. Specifically, with consistent data models
across systems, different applications can reuse the same
models [7], [3]. Models can also be extended or built on
top of other models (i.e., stacked) to meet the application
needs. Service definitions such as OData and REST APIs can
then be designed and exposed using the necessary models.
Subsequently, user interfaces can be developed independently
of the data and service definitions. In fact, with this approach
application development becomes more of a service orches-
tration activity rather than a programming activity.

Concisely, the development practices should be guided by

the following three principles: First, UI Rendering with pre-
sentation logic should be pushed up to the Client (i.e., browser,
mobile apps). Second, data-intensive computation is done in
the database and only the results are moved to the application
server. Specifically, application server should handle control-
flow and procedural logic only. Third, development artifacts
from all layers are managed in a central repository so they can
be easily created, tested, integrated and deployed.

This will also introduce a number of challenges that should
be considered in our development methodology [7], [11].
For example, requirements should not only capture how the
process works but they should also describe the data acqui-
sition process. Similarly, analysis activities need to carefully
consider data sources, transformation and context as well as
the traditional analysis of business processes. Finally, data-
centric development requires additional effort to ensure that
effective data quality controls are in place. Therefore, testing
should expand from verifying application functionality to
ensuring application data quality are validated, and validation
rules are carried over to operations and maintenance of the
application. These are only some of the challenges that must
be considered in the development life cycle.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

CDS offer easy-to-understand, reusable tools to help realize
code push-down (i.e., Code-to-Data) model. With CDS, it is
possible to build applications that integrate application control
logic in the database layer to achieve real-time performance.
It may require additional effort to move logic down to the
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database level. However, it reduces complexity and leads
to simplification in data models and applications, redefining
application development practices. Developers of business
applications must therefore make careful choices about what
data operations to include and what to omit. Certainly, it’s
not feasible or economically viable to model all existing
applications data operations in CDS. Alternatively, if too
little is included, the models may not support application
needs adequately, which pushes more development effort and
cost onto the application developers. This shift in application
development practice presents new challenges, however, it
provides opportunities to support new kinds of interactive
applications, which were not possible before.

In future research, we plan to investigate processes that
are appropriate for the CDS concept in our ERP system.
Furthermore, we plan to evaluate costs and benefits of trans-
forming existing business application to make use of the CDS
concept. Specifically, we plan to develop criteria to guide the
developers in identifying which applications or parts of an
application are more appropriate for CDS. One idea we have is
to utilize performance-profiling tools to prioritize applications
for further evaluation. Furthermore, we plan to evaluate our
development methodology and identify how it needs to be
adapted to meet the expectations of this transformation.
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Abstract—The success of an engineering organization evidently
depends on the growth of its engineers and the advancement of
engineering. In order to realize these two broad factors, there
must be inherent support for them at the organizational level. A
well suited organization structure can, by virtue of its design,
guide the engineering process to attain continuous growth of
engineers and advancement of the field. This work explores
the potential of matrix organizational structure combined with
elements of Rational Unified Process (RUP) as a candidate to
drive the success factors towards a desirable direction. The
functional units of the matrix are mapped to the major phases
of conventional software development process from requirement
engineering to testing. The units or groups operate in compliance
with the principles of RUP. The work at its current stage is a
proposal of the framework and does not attempt to build a theory
that can be verified empirically. However, empirical research
methods have been considered as a way forward for future work.
This paper, based on a preliminary analysis, attempts to show
that the proposed structure not only can provide a platform for
sustainable growth of engineers and advancement of engineering
by incorporating standard engineering practices and methods in
software development but also build a synergy to support more
significant and challenging endeavors in future.

Keywords–Matrix; RUP; Empirical; Software; Engineering;
Practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Professional education of engineers demands the acquisi-
tion of specialized knowledge as one of the key domains in
addition to problem-solving skills and good judgment for the
service of society. The nature of this knowledge has a broad
spectrum, from fundamental to contextual [1]. Engineering
profession provides a platform to apply and evolve this body
of knowledge. In the decades of software engineering, various
methods and practices have made their way into academia as
part of the software engineering curriculum. These methods
have proven their effectiveness and importance in industry. Ap-
plication of these methods over the years built a synergy with
the discipline of software quality leading to the development
of various practices and tools to improve software engineering
e.g., Rational DOORS. In addition to quality, the application
of methods to various particular problems evolves the method
to encompass larger and more complex scenarios. The goal of
incorporating engineering practices in the development process
is different from merely creating better software in terms of
quality. Means to introduce standard methods and practices
can level up the software quality by enriching the overall
engineering discipline in the organization.

The work stems from a vision of improvement in the
current organization of the authors. The software development

Engineering
practice

Culture Quality

Advancement

Figure 1. Vision of improvement

workflow in the company is mainly directed towards product
delivery. A typical project uses agile methods to ensure
business demands are met. The focus of the development
process is more on the delivery of features than the engineering
methods. The assessment of quality delivered is usually based
on information such as defects reported and customer
feedback. The drawback of this approach is the suboptimal
usage of the merits of engineering which comprises of
its standard methods and metrics. The incorporation of
industry-proven practices not only adds value to software
development, but also towards the engineering culture and
advancement. The primary aim of the work is to design a
strategy to incorporate practices and methods as an integral
part of the software development process to ameliorate the
spheres of culture, quality and advancement as shown in
Figure 1 to attain the following improvement.

Culture - Familiarity of standard engineering concepts
among developers and software engineers in order to improve
technical communication and cooperation.
Quality - Enhance the quality of development by applying
industry-proven methods with measurable outcomes.
Advancement - Assist automation of activities and produce
reusable artifacts e.g., binary file, models, source code.

The words method and practice are both used in the work
as means to improve the engineering process. Specifically,
method refers to the standard technical solution applied in
a systematic way to the development process. A solution is
standard if it is used in the industry and more likely has a
scientific foundation e.g., modeling of requirements. Practice
refers to certain well recognized activities that can improve
software development e.g., use of artifacts as prerequisite for
each phase of the process. Further, the words method and
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practice will be used interchangeably for brevity on account
of their common goal.

The practices that are subject of this work are specifically
tied to the software. They cater mainly to the engineering needs
of the software and its development. The purpose of the work
is not to enforce the use of a set of practices across all projects
but to propose a foundational framework that can provide
an environment to nurture application of standard practices
leading to reuse of practices across projects. The re-usability
aspect of the expected result can pave the way for a desired
level of standardization.

The initial part of the work draws an overview of software
engineering in an organization. This bird’s eye view assists
to identify certain areas that are associated with software
engineering - Standard Practices being one of them. The study
is significant to understand the co-relation of these areas with
the idea of standardizing practices and the way certain factors
are impeding the aim of this work. The following part of the
work presents a framework to incorporate methods into the
software development process. Two solutions are analyzed as
part of this work and, based on the results, an attempt is made
to reach a candidate solution. The work concludes by providing
a guideline for selection of standard practices. The next section
discusses the related work in the area of software engineering
practices followed by an account of the software engineering
domain from the organization’s perspective. Section IV derives
a strategy to incorporate standard practices and tabulates
the guidelines for selection of practices. Finally, Section V
presents the conclusion and directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The specific nature of the work that embarks on an
attempt to create a framework to incorporate engineering
practices has limited the number of available related works.
The idea of incorporating best engineering practices, however
has been proposed by several Software Process Improvement
(SPI) models. In Software Process Capability Maturity Model
(CMM), the concept of benchmarking is used to accentuate the
importance of methods and practices in software process [2].
The SPICE model of SPI distinguishes engineering activities
as one of the key process categories [3]. The adoption of
these standards remain a challenge for small organizations
[4]. Generally, small companies are extremely responsive and
flexible, because that is their advertised competitive advantage.
Small companies don’t have enough staff to develop functional
specialties that would enable them to perform complex tasks
secondary to their products. The business demand and lack of
resource leads to the perception that SPI methods are expensive
and time consuming [5]. This gives way to impediments
in the optimal usage of standard engineering methods and
practices. A number of works discussed in [4][5] propose
to improve the software process in small companies. These
models of improvement aim to attain certain level of maturity
through a process of assessment. Despite their suitability to
small companies the methods assume additional tasks that
are secondary to the product. These tasks are not specifically
focused to incorporate standard practices in the development
process. The Technical Debt (TD) literature [6] identifies the
lack of best practices as one of the ways to incur debt. Usage
of good technical practices is a recommended way to prevent
TD [7]. In reuse-oriented software engineering [8][9], the

emphasis is on storing reusable knowledge in a repository to
improve new developments in future. The model is focused
on the storage and accessibility of the knowledge in the form
of standard artifacts produced by development activities. Al-
though both, TD and reuse oriented methods, rely on practices,
they do not provide sustainable means to incorporate standard
methods into development process. Application of standard
practices is valuable for attaining aforementioned vision of
improvement that this work aims to accomplish. The related
works, despite their inclination towards standard practices, fall
short in providing a directed strategy to incorporate practices.
A targeted strategy to introduce practices is essential to retain
the importance of standard methods in the face of business
demands. The framework proposed in this work specifically
aims to provide an ecosystem to apply and nurture practices.
Instead of enforcing a secondary process, the framework makes
standard practices an integral part of software development,
thus, attaining a balance between business demands and engi-
neering needs.

III. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING DOMAIN

The model as shown in Figure 2 identifies Standard prac-
tices as an area associated with Software Engineering. The
work aims to strengthen this area. Introduction of standard
practices in the software development process necessarily
causes a change in the current engineering domain in the
organization. A study of the domain in the company provides
insight into this correlation from two perspectives - The factors
that impede the use of industry proven methods and the impact
of standard practices on the domain. Certain key associations
are identified to draw a picture of the engineering domain.
The associated areas are elicited by considering the most
fundamental connections in a software undertaking based on
the conventional knowledge of the field. These associations
embody complex relationship with each other. The study
doesn’t aim to provide a comprehensive exploration of these
relations but attempts to draw certain key points that assists
in stipulating the guidelines to model a solution. The areas
depicted in the model, despite the complex relationship among
each other, yields some useful information to model and assess
the framework as discussed in the remaining part of the section.

Engineering

Project
Management

SDLC
(Process)

Quality
metrics

Training

Engineers
(People)

Advancement
goals

Standard
practices

Business
adaptability

Figure 2. Software engineering domain model
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A. Challenges from business
The current state of the development process uses agile

methods, e.g., Scrum, that emphasizes on the value it produces
for the product and customer. It is imperative to consider
this value addition to business for successful operation of
this industry. The areas of Project Management and Business
adaptability ensure that the engineering process conforms
to those needs. The former enriches business by producing
deliverable that generate more value for resources invested
and the later ensures that the process adapts to the expected
standard of quality and constraints imposed by business. Some
industries may not require the high standards of quality as
demanded by safety-critical systems. Safety-critical projects
bear the cost to ensure the quality demanded by the domain
[10]. An implementation of industry-proven practices and
methods contribute to the engineering needs of the project and
it comes at the cost of time, expertise and budget for tools. The
balance between customer and engineering needs of a project
decides the balance between business and quality. A shift of
focus on the business needs may lead to a counter-intuitive
result of degradation in quality. The lack of a mechanism
to secure this balance impedes the introduction of standard
engineering practices in development.

B. Challenges from engineering
Software development life cycle lies at the core of soft-

ware engineering process. Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) incorporates main phases of development, from re-
quirement analysis to testing. Standard practices aim to accom-
plish specific activities of these phases. In order to motivate the
use of standard practice, the SDLC must encourage granularity
of the activities that standard practices aim to accomplish. The
blurred boundary between different engineering tasks com-
promises the granularity, leading to failure in accommodating
standard practices. In contrast, an artifact based development
as shown in Figure 3 can lead to a clear prerequisite and output
for tasks. Despite the practical challenges of achieving clear
boundaries between activities, an effort in that direction can
lead to increased usage of standard practices.

ActivityArtifact

Standard
Practice

ActivityArtifact

Standard
Practice

Artifact

Figure 3. Artifact based workflow

C. Correlation with other areas
The areas of Quality metrics, Training, Engineers and

Advancement do not directly resist the goal of this work but are
influential to Standard practice. Quality metrics measures the
attributes of process and product. The discipline of software
quality being a driver for continuous improvement is an area
where the organization has major scope for improvement.
Standard engineering practices provide measurements that
assist in acquiring data to measure quality. As more metrics
are instilled in the process, it motivates increased usage of
standard practices. The Training area in its current state in the

company is mostly guided by choices of employees and not
according to the demand posed by the development process.
A set of standard practices can guide training and thus help to
standardize the practices by imparting required knowledge to
employees. The area of Engineers comprises the people aspect
of engineering from hiring specialists to their growth in the
company. Criteria for recruiting engineers greatly benefits from
a set of practices required for the position. Training of these
industry-proven methods expands the skill set of engineers
with respect to overall software engineering discipline thus
contributing to their growth. Advancement goals is a crucial di-
mension that drives engineering to embark on more significant
endeavors e.g., Domain Engineering, Safety-critical systems. A
successful realization of this vision necessitates a foundation
that comprises standard practices as a key constituent. The next
section explores two solutions and attempts to evaluate them
based on this canonical domain model.

IV. INCORPORATION OF STANDARD PRACTICES

The challenge against standardizing practices is the
resistance from aforementioned areas primarily from business
and engineering. The aforesaid discussion on the challenges
connotes the following two key points that a strategy to
incorporate methods must take into account.

Motivation - Structure of the engineering unit must motivate
focus on the engineering needs of the project to attain a
balance with business aspects.
Sustainability - The process needs to provide a sustainable
platform that demands standard industry practices e.g., use of
artifacts as integral part of the development process.

The rest of this section describes a primary and alternate
solution to the challenge of introducing standard practices
followed by an analysis of the benefits and challenges of
each solution. Based on the analysis a candidate strategy is
drawn that reasonably attempts to address the challenges while
retaining the benefits. The section concludes with a set of
guidelines to assist the selection of practices.

A. Matrix structure
The balance between business and engineering is a key

factor and demands to be maintained. Each of these two
dimensions is necessary and significant part of the software
engineering model. Empowerment of only one poses the risk
of subverting the other. Standard practices contribute to the en-
gineering dimension. This work proposes a framework inspired

Requirement
Engineering Architecture Design Testing

Project A

Project B

Stories

Stories

Figure 4. Framework based on matrix structure

by the Matrix organization structure [11] as a solution to attain
a balance. The vertical dimension of this matrix represents
engineering and the horizontal business. As shown in Figure
4 the functional units of the matrix are based on the phases
of software engineering. The task of the design unit subsumes
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the coding activities. There are standard design artifacts that
can be used by tools to partially generate source code. Fur-
ther improvement in design practices can maximize the code
generated by tools. In this structure, instead of the project,
functional units serve as the home base of engineers in it. The
units focus on the application of engineering solutions. The
member of a unit may work on tasks from multiple projects in
context of the unit’s engineering function. Implementation of
stories is realized by the contribution of units in their relevant
area.

The two dimensional structure brings forth the significance
of engineering aspect by giving it the position of a body in the
development process. This empowerment, although necessary
to motivate the culture of engineering practices, is not sufficient
to provide a steadfast platform for standard practices to operate
and mature. This firm foundation can be established by using
elements of Rational Unified Process (RUP) where artifacts
are essential outcomes of activities. In RUP, artifacts are the
tangible products of the project, the things the project produces
or uses while working towards the final product [12]. In the
matrix structure, the artifact produced by a standard method
is a prerequisite for another as shown in Figure 3. This in
effect makes artifacts form the operational interface between
the functional units. The inclination towards an artifact based
approach creates a sustainable demand for the use of standard
practices. The possibility to incorporate standard practices into
the development process, withstanding the opposing factors, by
virtue of the design of the framework is the main contribution
of this work.

The framework, by design, aims to meliorate the area
of Standard practices but due to the presence of focused
functional units the practices are also cultured and mature over
time. In a matrix structure, when teams of functional specialists
work together, a synergistic effect occurs, resulting in increased
innovation and productive output, even though individually
they may be working on different projects [11]. In addition
to incorporating methods there are other notable benefits in
the area of Advancement goals and Engineers. Re-usability is
an attribute that is desired for the advancement of engineering
and since the units serve multiple projects in context of a
specific functional area there is a drive towards unifying the
knowledge and attaining re-usability in the process. Growth
of engineers comprises learning and a desired mobility in the
organization. A functional unit being specific to a discipline
in software engineering, i.e., design, architecture, requirement
provides the opportunity to attain both learning and mobility
to desired units for engineers.

The abstract framework proposed in this work pose cer-
tain potential risks that, although not established a priori or
empirically, demand attention. The project domains in the
organization have a wide spectrum from embedded application
to mobile and web applications. The complexity of carrying
out the activities of these diverse domains by one unit poses
a challenge in the development and so does the overhead of
making a change in the development model across all projects.
The Business adaptability factor suggest that project may have
different constraints and demands for the rigor of practices.
Not all projects demand the rigor of formal methods because
the cost of error may not be as high as it is for safety-critical
system thus posing a challenge in standardizing the practice
in a unit across all domains. The next subsection provides a

brief account of a simple alternative.

B. Alternate solution
Addressing the challenges in matrix structure there can

be alternative solutions based on incentives. In this model
instead of the structure empowering the engineering aspect by
design, engineers are motivated to use standard practices by
incentivisation. The incentives can be in a form that contributes
to their performance and growth. The application of a practice
by the engineer can be evaluated by an independent body based
on certain guidelines. The benefit of this structure is the lack of
overhead to the current process and this can be applied across
all domains. However, a major pitfall is that the key point
of balance between business and engineering is not addressed
and is left as a choice that the incentive may fail to influence
in favor of engineering. In contrast to the matrix structure,
the incentive solution does not directly provide the benefits of
maturity of practices and re-usability due to lack of focused
functional units.

C. Candidate solution

Requirement
Engineering Architecture Design Testing

Project A

Project B

Stories

Stories

Web 
Application

Requirement
Engineering Architecture Design Testing

Project A

Project B

Stories

Stories

Mobile 
Application

Requirement
Engineering Architecture Design Testing

Project A

Project B

Stories

Stories

Embedded 
System

Figure 5. Domain based matrix structure

The directed and firm nature of the matrix structure to-
wards addressing the Motivation and Sustainability aspects
augmented by its contributions to Advancement and Engineers
makes it a desirable solution. The aforementioned risks arising
from Project Management and Business adaptability can be
alleviated by applying the structure to individual domains
instead of pursuing it across all projects. The domain based
matrix structure retains the canonical form of the matrix
but operates under the umbrella of a particular domain e.g.,
embedded systems, web applications. The simple modification
as shown in Figure 5, apart from reducing the risk posed by the
scale of change and multifariousness of domains, provides an
additional advantage of domain specific re-usability that can
lead to advancements like Domain Engineering.

D. Guidelines for selection of practices
The candidate solution aims to provide an environment to

nurture standard practices. However, its effectuation demands
a set of selected practices. The vast number of variables and
choices available in different domains makes the selection of
practices a challenging task. The engineering domain model
presented in this work allows eliciting some guidelines that
can help in the selection process. A comprehensive and system-
atic selection process would require consideration of various
factors including quantitative valuation of the criteria, their
precedence order and the procedural aspects of the process
of selection. Such a study is not in the scope of this work.
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TABLE I. PRACTICE SELECTION GUIDELINES

Association Criteria
Quality metrics Availability of desired quality

metrics. The metric may
correspond to a recognized
software quality standard
e.g., ISO/IEC 9126

SDLC Produces artifacts that can
be used by other practices.
This can produce an artifact
based workflow.
Available tool support.

Training Affordability and availability
of resources for training

Engineers Recruitment - Availability of
experienced professionals with
the competence required for the
practice.
Growth - Practice is recognized
industry wide contributing to
the growth of employees.

Business adaptability Applicable directly or
indirectly to wide range of
business domains.

Project Management Cost and turnaround time
of the practice

Advancement goals Assists the realization and
maturity of concepts like
automation and reuse that
helps to lay the foundation
for advancement of engineering

However, the points described in Table I can reasonably guide
the selection process.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The current software engineering model in the organization
successfully caters to the business needs in the software
development process. However in order to sustain high level of
quality irrespective of the size and complexity of the project,
the model must heed the engineering aspect. Introduction of
a set of standard engineering practices is an important step in
that direction. This work attempts to lay a foundation to build
the set of practices and proposes a framework to incorporate
them in the software development process.

The premise of the work is a software engineering domain
model that provides a landscape to elicit the set of guidelines
for selection of standard practices and derive two solutions.
Based on the benefits and drawbacks of each, one of the
solutions is modified to reach a candidate for further empir-
ical evaluation. The analysis and elimination process used to
derive the solution strengthens the logical soundness of the
approach. The solution proposed is a framework based on the
matrix organization structure applied to specific domain. The
framework notably empowers the engineering aspect of the
development process thus providing a platform to apply and
standardize engineering practices. The framework in its current
state is a proposal and lacks the rigor of a theory. Thus, it does
not produce a comprehensive set of testable hypothesis at this
stage.

The work gives rise to two distinct lines of research to
pursue in future. Firstly, the theory building process must
be applied to the proposed framework, which includes the
delineation of the term standard practice [13]. The formulated
theory will provide the foundation for practical evaluation. Sec-
ondly, an empirical research strategy needs to be designed and
conducted to test the hypothesis drawn from the formulated
theory [14]. A test can provide the necessary experimental data

required to establish the validity of the proposed framework.
The scope of the preliminary empirical evaluation shall be
confined to a single domain e.g., embedded system.
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Abstract— Many software product companies have embraced 

the agile paradigm and gone on to create cross-functional 

product development teams that fully own their product.  The 

expectations of these teams are very different than of 

development teams in a disciplined software development 

environment. The study underway examines how these 

empowered cross-functional product teams, as a collective, 

create and nurture a shared mental model that accurately 

represents the external product domain and its realities and 

that provides the context for understanding the requirements.  

We also examine external factors that allow for these teams to 

develop these capabilities while less-empowered teams cannot. 

Using Constructivist Grounded Theory, we study individuals 

and teams in several companies and varied product domains. 

We find that certain organisational factors play a significant 

role and we also examine an essential dynamic of broadening 

the lens and blurring boundaries that cross-functional product 

teams employ in order to not only fully embrace product 

planning but also to grok the domain for their products. 

Keywords - empathy-driven development; collective 

sensemaking; design science; requirements validation; product 

team organisation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Product development is a social process; thus, the 

dimension of the organisational model and dynamics is the 

elephant in the room, a critical factor for success or failure 

of software products. 

This study builds our earlier work [1] that studied 

software product teams that displayed varying degrees of 

collective grokking.  In that study, we found that the 

organisational model surrounding the teams had a profound 

influence on whether the teams could grok the product 

requirements at all. Building upon that work, we use the 

Constructivist Grounded Theory method (described further 

in Section V) to examine characteristics of collective team 

grokking of the product domain and we also examine how 

the extra-team organisational model affects the team’s 

ability to own increasingly comprehensive product planning. 

We use the concept of broadening the lens as an 

explanatory mechanism that Cross-functional Product 

Teams (CFPTs) use to explore further and innovate more 

and we also look at some of the prerequisite conditions in 

order for teams to do this.   

Grokking is cognitive empathy, coupled with skilled 

perspective-taking. We use a definition of cognitive 

empathy to be “the ability to imaginatively step into another 

domain, understand the perspectives of those in that 

domain, and use that understanding to guide decisions” 

[2,x]. Increasingly, the success of software product 

development teams depends on the degree to which the team 

collectively groks not only the product requirements 

themselves but also, and importantly, the context for those 

requirements. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 

Section II – Background and Problem provides an overview 

of the historical background and description of the research 

problem. Section III – Research Motivation and Focus 

describes what we’re aiming to achieve and a brief 

description of the research scope. Section IV – Related 

Work positions this study with respect to three related areas 

of research.  Section V – Method and Status of the Research 

overview the research methodology chosen and current 

status respectively. Section VI – Emerging Observations 

and Discussion describes the findings to-date followed by 

Section VII – Conclusion and Future Work, offering 

thoughts about contribution thus far and what work remains 

to be done.   

II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM 

By the late 1990s, three forces had taken hold which 

dramatically changed the nature and challenge of software 

development.  One was the emergence of the Internet which 

introduced new uses of information technology as well as 

business models. This, combined with much lower hardware 

costs, computing capability rapidly appeared on almost 

every desk and in almost every home. Third, the 

introduction of graphical user interfaces dramatically 

enriched user interaction with technology and also 

complicated software design and development.  These three 

forces together resulted in more software being developed 

as products for a market instead of predominantly bespoke 

system development that was the norm prior. This shift 

towards product development introduced substantially more 

uncertainty into much of the software development 

activities.   
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In response to this, a Kuhnian “model revolution” [3] 

emerged that took a new view on change, risk, and 

uncertainty in software development. This ‘agile’ approach 

accepted that requirements could change or that further 

understanding would emerge throughout the development 

effort in contrast to more disciplined Software Development 

LifeCycles that strived to lock down requirements in the 

specification and planning stages.     

The agile model placed greater focus on the development 

team, recognizing that prescriptive processes were 

insufficient to ensure project success in these complex and 

emergent conditions and that the dynamics of the  

development team, which was now usually cross-functional 

and empowered to truly own the software product, was 

considered a critical success factor in delivering software. 

While the agile approaches improve many of the issues 

that were breaking down during the crisis period, many still 

cling to the notion that there is a customer (or, an internal 

surrogate), an authoritative voice that the development team 

can iteratively interact with to clarify requirements and 

validate results. However, as software solutions address 

more complex and subtle needs and as development is often 

more product-oriented, intended for a market rather than a 

single customer, a new and critical challenge emerges for 

software teams and that is how to gain a deep understanding 

of the world for which the product is intended, an 

understanding that cannot be passed on to the team by an 

internal market surrogate. Certainly, techniques to ‘hear’ 

from the market are helpful but, as Polyani [4] noted, 

market participants have tacit knowledge -- people can 

know more than they can tell and they know more than can 

be easily observed. 

In early times when requirements were less complex, 

could be more precisely expressed, and quite often coming 

from an identifiable customer, techniques such as having at 

least one domain expert on (or available to) the team were 

often sufficient. Today, however, with much more technical 

and problem complexity, heterogenous customer targets, 

and competitive uncertainties, it is insufficient to simply 

have one person with this deep understanding, typically 

creating the requirements specification. Yet, many software 

development organisations operate this way, often resulting 

in requirements fixation [5].    

Rather it is important that everyone on the team have a 

deep domain understanding. It is also critical that the entire 

team understands it in a compatible and consistent way 

because team members (individually, in sub-teams, and 

across all functional roles) make decisions almost 

continually based on their individual understanding of the 

context of the requirements, and much of that context 

understanding is tacit. This challenged is expressed well by 

Berry [6] when discussing assumptions in requirements 

engineering amongst team experts: 

“It seems that among experts, a common disease is the 

presence of unstated assumptions. Because they are 

unstated, no one seems to notice them. Worse than that, it 

seems that no two people have the same set of assumptions, 

often differing by subtle nuances that are even more tacit 

than the tacit assumptions. It is these assumptions that 

confound attempts to arrive at consensus, particularly 

because none of the players is even consciously aware of his 

or her own assumptions and certainly not of the differences 

between the players’ assumptions” (p.180) 

Thus, product development teams have to strive for a 

deep collective understanding of the context of their 

product, a shared mental model of the supra-domain, since 

many decisions are unconsciously made within the team’s 

understanding of the domain context. Some teams achieve 

success in this aspect more than others and software 

development leaders have no theories that help explain why. 

We observed earlier [1] that the organisational model 

surrounding the cross-functional teams has an impact on the 

team’s ability to grok, hence the scope of this inquiry 

expands from there to examine additional factors both 

internal and external to the teams.  

III. RESEARCH MOTIVATION AND FOCUS 

This study aims to develop theory offering insights into 

factors that support or impede CFPTs in collectively 

achieving a deep understanding of the context of their 

products.   
The differences between teams that achieve a reasonable 

degree of collective grokking in terms of team vision, 
cohesion, and quality of work product is observable by 
practitioners and researchers, yet the reasons are generally 
unclear. Without explanatory models, industry leaders are 
unable to proactively create and nurture the relevant factors.  
This study is aimed at helping industry practitioners explain 
why certain prevailing techniques and empirical approaches 
for understanding software solution needs are often 
inadequate, why some succeed while others do not. 

The focus of this research is practicing software product 

teams in action, including teams empowered to own their 

product and those that are not. For contrast, we also include 

organisations that are not product companies. The study 

examines the empirical adaptations these teams make 

toward furthering their understanding of the context in 

which their users operate. We also examine important 

organisational factors that either allow or inhibit a team’s 

ability to collectively grok the domain. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

We reviewed published material in 3 areas - 

requirements engineering, design science, and collective 

sensemaking.   

This inquiry is primarily related to requirements 

engineering (attempting to obtain and understand the true 

needs). Reviewing all the papers at the IEEE International 

Requirements Engineering Conference over the past decade, 

plus many other published papers in the area, we found 

growing sentiments expressed about the shortcomings of 

prevailing approaches to requirements engineering which 
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tend to focus on techniques and methods rather than 

deepening practitioner and team understanding, e.g., (Schon 

et al. [7], Ralph and Mohanani [8]). This general sentiment 

led to the formation of the NaPiRE initiative (Naming the 

Pain in Requirements Engineering) [9], a community 

endeavour run by a multitude of researchers world-wide. 

While there are certain domains where the ‘techniques and 

methods’ approach is entirely adequate and appropriate, our 

focus is on problem domains that do not lend themselves 

well to complete and unambiguous specifications and, 

therefore, where it is necessary for the CFPTs to have their 

own deep understanding of the product domain beyond just 

the requirements specifications. 

The design science space has considerable material 

regarding empathy-driven design (translating human needs 

to experiences), e.g., (Koppen and Meinel [10], van Rijn et 

al. [11], Postma et al. [12], Woodcock et al. [13], Dong et al. 

[14], Kourprie and Visser [15], Kolko [16]).  However, we 

found this falls short of addressing our inquiry question in 

three critical respects: 1) focus on the design activity as part 

of an essentially sequential product development process 

rather than design as part of an on-going continuous product 

development effort, 2) it tends to focus on the design 

individual or only the design team rather than the whole 

development team and, 3) when even the design team is 

considered, it tends not to be viewed as a unit regarding its 

empathic ability. Design science models described by 

Wieringa [17] acknowledge the challenge that empathy-

driven requirements understanding attempts to address but 

stops short of suggesting how those challenges could be 

addressed.  We aim to offer insights into how this level of 

understanding is achieved and how to nurture the pre-

requisite conditions.   

Collective sensemaking (the process by which people 

give meaning to their collective experiences) does consider 

the collective (team) but only with respect to its relationship 

to the organisation, not to its understanding of an external 

domain. Of interest in this area is the Cynefin framework 

(Kurtz and Snowden, [18]) which is a sensemaking 

framework that is designed to allow shared understandings 

to emerge which could be insightful with respect to how 

teams ingest, socialise, and collectively store insights. As 

with other collective sensemaking models, however, it has 

resonance in early problem-solving stages and for formal 

and finite periods of time whereas our focus is on the full 

product lifecycle. 

V. METHOD AND STATUS OF THE RESEARCH 

We take an interpretive epistemological stance, 

employing the Constructivist Grounded Theory qualitative 

research methodology described by Charmaz [19].  

Constructivist Grounded Theory is highly applicable in 

research such as this because the method is explicitly 

emergent, taking an inductive approach where no adequate 

prior theory exists. This method is particularly appropriate 

for a “What is going on here?” type of qualitative inquiry as 

this study is.  The use of Grounded Theory in computer 

science research has risen significantly since 2005 and 

specifically used successfully to study Agile software 

development teams, e.g. Adolph et al., [20], Dagenais et al., 

[21], Coleman and O’Connor, [22], Martin, [23], Hoda, 

[24], Stol et al, [25].   

Using theoretical sampling where the analysis of the data 

collected prior informs the selection of and inquiry with the 

next participants, individual participants and corporate sites 

selected are ones involved with software product 

development (teams developing software for market) and 

that claim to have cross-functional product development 

teams. The primary data collection methods are 

observations of team meetings and team interactions, 

enriched by semi-structured interviews (recorded and 

transcribed) with open-ended questions that can allow real 

issues to emerge.  Thus, the method is grounded in the 

participants’ world and the emerging and evolving theory is 

constructed by the researcher and the participants.   

We employ various strategies (Maxwell, [26]) to mitigate 

threats to validity (credibility, dependability, reliability). 

Intensive, on-going involvement, e.g., extended 

participation and the ability to live in the participants’ 

workplace, provides richer data and data types, less 

dependence on inference, and opportunity for repeated 

observations and interviews, all which will help rule out 

spurious associations and premature theories. Participant 

checks (obtaining participant and peer feedback on the data 

collected and conclusions drawn) help rule out possibilities 

of misinterpretation.  Select codes and concepts from the 

analysis are highlighted below as bold italics. 

To date, we are working with six software firms.  Four of 

these firms produce commercial enterprise-class software 

products, one creates sophisticated virtualisation solutions, 

while another develops large-scale aerospace systems as 

bespoke system development. Three of these firms have 

adopted agile as a paradigm, two as a methodological 

approach, while the other employs a highly prescriptive 

methodology due to the dictates of its market. The firms 

range in size from ten to several hundred employees and the 

firms range in age from 2 to 50 years old. To-date, 18 

product development teams across these companies have 

participated, resulting in 26 individual semi-structured 

interviews and 19 team observation sessions. The 

individuals interviewed have been 2 senior managers, 8 

senior engineer / team leads, 5 product managers, 1 quality 

assurance specialist, and 10 intermediate-level software 

engineers.  Participant sampling and data gathering is on-

going. 

VI. EMERGING OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

We have identified three contexts that contribute to a 

CFPT’s ability to collectively grok the product 

requirements. The first is the organisational context which 

we identified in isolation in our earlier work [1]. The second 

is the product planning context (the ability of CFPTs to own 
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a broader responsibility for product planning), influenced by 

the organisational context but having its own independent 

dynamics. The final context is the product domain context 

itself (the ability for the CFPT to grok the product domain), 

heavily dependent on the previous two contexts. 

A. The Organisational Context and Its Impact on CFPTs 

Fuller [1] described the impact the broader 

organisational model has on the CFPT team. Impacts of note 

were intra-team deference, the team’s concern and 

ownership horizon, and the team robustness. Certain aspects 

of individual participation on the team (e.g. primary 

affiliation, individual agenda) were also highlighted.  In this 

sub-section, we summarise those findings.   

When a functional organisational structure exists in the 

software product enterprise, e.g., separate engineering, 

design, product management departments, each contributing 

individuals to form CFPTs, team members are more likely 

to limit their contributions to topics directly relating to their 

area of functional expertise and tend to show marked 

deference to team members of other functions on topics 

outside their area of primary functional expertise. The 

individual sense of primary affiliation was stronger toward 

their functional department than it was with the software 

product team. Simply put, an individual in this 

organisational environment is located via function more 

than via team membership.  This results in team members 

being much more concerned about how a product is to be 

built and defer to others regarding the what and why. 

Illustrative comments from team members were “I just do 

what I’m asked to do” when referring to involvement with 

requirements specifications or “They’re the experts, I trust 

them” when referring to team members in other functional 

roles. 

Team members in this model tended to show less 

investment in the overall success or failure of the product 

and the teams themselves much less likely to take collective 

responsibility for success or failure of the product.  They are 

more likely to shift responsibility to management decisions 

or to other teams/functions rather than attempt to reconcile 

differing mandates of the participating functional 

departments.    

In contrast, organisations without a functional structure 

surrounding the CFPTs seem more likely to have teams with 

richer intra-team interactions with softer (sometimes an 

absence of) functional interfaces amongst individual team 

members, placing the interests of the product foremost and 

above any functional tensions. In short, the sense of team 

and commitment to the product tended to be much stronger. 

In one of our participant companies with multiple products, 

it is common for product team members’ LinkedIn profiles 

showing the product name as the company they work for 

with no reference to the overall firm, making it very clear 

where they belong and what they are committed to.   

Studies by Gladstein [27] and Anacona [28] noted that 

contextual factors have a greater influence on team 

effectiveness than do internal team processes. Our emerging 

results to-date support this and suggest further that the two 

are not unrelated – that the operating context of the team has 

a significant impact on internal team factors, which include 

internal team processes.   

In summary, a CFPT’s progression along a spectrum 

from an assembly of experts to a true empowered cohesive 

team is heavily influenced by whether a broader functional 

department organisational structure exists around the team 

and how strong those departmental distinctions are. 

B. The Product Planning Context and CFPTs 

 We observed that CFPTs that have strong internal 

connections and softer functional role deference showed 

more interest in the broader product planning context. These 

teams ask broader questions, are more curious, and attempt 

to explore more - essential ingredients for innovation.   

 However, our observations also included teams in some 

companies that did not have the organisational structure 

and/or culture that allowed their CFPTs to own as much of 

the product planning process that the teams often wished 

they could own. This was often the case where strategic 

planning for product occurred in another functional area and 

communicated to the product development group to execute 

upon. Some companies will take this even further and have 

a separate product management function that define product 

evolution details that are then handed off to software 

engineering for development. We observed that CFPTs with 

strong internal cohesion have a propensity to own something 

and will, therefore, narrow or broaden their lens on the 

product development work to match what they are permitted 

to own. This action of Broadening the Lens allows the team 

to identify control boundaries and also to see patterns and 

relationships so that they may more purposefully and 

knowledgeably re-focus.   

 This lens adjustment also aligns their definition of 

success with what the company expects.  Individuals and 

teams will colour within the lines they are given or 

allowed.  This is reflected in what completed work the 

development teams celebrate, e.g. a successful iteration, 

meeting a release deadline, or being part of a successful 

product in the market.     

 The spectrum of this context ranges from full strategic 

and execution ownership of the product on one end to the 

team being spoon-fed tasks on the other.    

 As with the Organisational Context, the focus of a 

team’s product planning lens also shows in the verbal 

language used by the teams. The broader the team’s 

planning scope is, the more the conversations will indicate a 

deep understanding of (or, at least references to) product 

needs from the domain perspective, product/market 

opportunities, etc. Teams low on this spectrum reference 

those considerations less and make more reference to 

internal entities and artefacts such as other functions/teams, 

processes, specifications, etc.  
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C. The Product Domain Context and CFPTs 

 As Fuller [1] observed, empowered and cohesive CFPTs 

play a longer game.  With less internal deference in the team 

and less individual tentativeness with respect to their 

membership on the team, conditions exists that encourage 

full participation and commitment (both individual and 

collective) to the long-term product roadmap.   

 In our analysis to-date, we find that CFPTs that exhibit 

little to no functional deference across functions within the 

team and who are not being spoon-fed their development 

tasks almost always exhibit some degree of collective 

grokking of the context of their product domain and, hence, 

the product requirements.    

 This is significant because all software is developed in 

context and it is context that guides decisions. If the team is 

cohesive, their context will be more collective than if it is 

not (Organisational Context). If the team owns more of the 

product planning, that context will be more comprehensive 

than if they own less (Product Planning Context). And if 

they collectively grok the product domain to a reasonable 

degree, their context will more accurately reflect the world 

for which their product is intended (Product Domain 

Context). 

 The spectrum of collective domain understanding ranges 

from just do what the story says to intellectual domain 

understanding (deep knowledge of vocabulary, workflows, 

objectives, etc.) to true felt (lived) understanding of the 

domain. The further a team moves along this spectrum, the 

more the team groks - blurs the boundaries between itself 

and the domain in order to achieve some degree of empathic 

understanding.   

 In this context of requirements engineering, we suggest 

that empathy, specifically collective cognitive empathy, is a 

fundamentally important ability in order to deeply 

understand a domain which the team is otherwise unfamiliar 

with. Exercising that ability, stepping into that other 

domain, involves a certain temporary softening of the 

distinction between the collective and the domain, a 

blurring of the boundaries, in order to truly understand 

perspectives in that domain. Broadening the lens is 

necessary for the team to be able to see the other domain 

and its context, the blurring of the boundaries is an effort 

to understand. Smith et al. [29] suggest that empathy can 

become collective and that it can be an attribute of the group 

that is more than just the aggregation of individuals’ 

attributes.   

 We observed some teams that did not even attempt to 

grok the product domain, a reflection of the culture of the 

team and its organisational environment. Certain other 

teams that did try had modest success due to influences 

from the organisational and/or product planning contexts. 

For a CFPT to be able to collectively step into another 

domain, it is necessary for it to see itself as a cohesive unit. 

This can only be achieved when there is a high level of 

transparency across all functions on the team, little to no 

deference shown within the team, and a strong sense of 

collective ownership for the product. In other words, a true 

team with a strong product mandate – blurred boundaries 

with strong connections. It requires team members to feel 

psychologically safe, have open minds, and a strong sense 

of curiosity. If any of these are weak or missing, 

discoveries, innovation, and collective grokking are 

inhibited [30].  

As we examined the teams that made some progress at 

collective grokking of the product domain, we observed a 

special form of the broadening the lens behaviour that 

teams performed when refining their product planning 

context. In these cases, the teams were purposefully 

blurring boundaries in order to achieve a deeper collective 

empathic understanding of the product domain. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Many of these observations sit in opposition to common 

organisational practices that emphasise specialisation (for 

management and control convenience) and focus (to meet 

deadlines). Further work is needed to bring more clarity 

about whether there are other, more subtle, factors at play.   

Our data strongly indicates that blurred boundaries 

within CFPTs are a reflection of blurred boundaries outside 

of the teams and, similarly, there may well be even further 

team environmental factors to explore.  

There appears to be a certain blurring of functional and 

domain boundaries necessary for a team to become a true 

product team rather than a collection of functional experts 

assembled around a product. Further, this appears to be a 

pre-condition for the team to be able to behave as a 

collective and achieve some degree of collective grokking 

of the context of the product requirements.   

While we observed teams using the broadening the lens 

mechanism to blur the boundaries between the team and 

the domain, we allow that this mechanism and the pre-

requisite or enabling conditions may paint only a partial 

picture. Thus, we believe there remains much to explore 

with respect to why some teams, even in the same 

organisational context, observably achieve more grokking of 

the product domain than do other teams. 
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Abstract—Testing concurrent systems is complex. In 
traditional software unit testing, a test sequence is always 
composed of a stimulus and its corresponding fully 
predictable response. With concurrent systems, this simple 
model no longer holds as the state of the System Under Test 
(SUT) changes while several users place their requests. Race 
conditions are a particularly challenging problem for testing, 
since they will occur and must be identified, but are very 
disruptive to the test environment.  In this paper, a case 
study, using the formal test specification language TTCN-3, 
illustrates the challenges for test coordination, especially 
race conditions, and propose techniques to address them. 
We also introduce shared variables and the use of 
semaphores in the TTCN-3 parallel test component model as 
a mechanism to implement dynamic test oracles. 

Keywords- software testing-concurrent systems; TTCN; test 
oracles; race conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Testing concurrent systems is complex. In traditional 
software unit testing, a test sequence is always composed 
of a stimulus and its corresponding fully predictable 
response [4]. With concurrent systems, this simple model 
no longer holds as the state of the system under test 
(SUT) changes while several users place their requests. 
Race conditions are a particularly challenging problem for 
testing, since they will occur and must be identified, but 
are very disruptive to the test environment. 

Some definitions and implementations of parallel 
testing can be found in [6][7][8][9]. Obviously there are 
different kinds of parallel testing. In the previous 
reference, the main concern is to run sequential tests in 
parallel in order to save time. Instead, we focus on 
concurrent testing of states in a system under test (SUT) 
states as the test purpose. There are two main categories 
of concurrent test systems:  

 Response time testing when a large number of 
requests are sent to a server as shown in Figure 
1. This is addressed using TTCN-3 in [10]. 

 Testing the actual processing logic of the SUT 
when confronted by several requests from 
parallel users where the state of the SUT is 
changing as a result of requests of the users and 
thus affecting each user’s behavior. 

Figure 1. Parallel system configuration 

In this paper, a case study, using the formal test 
specification language TTCN-3, illustrates the challenges 
for test coordination, especially race conditions, and 
proposes techniques to address them. We also propose 
shared variables and semaphores in the TTCN-3 parallel 
test component model as a mechanism to implement 
dynamic test oracles. Overall, the motivation to use a 
formal method such as TTCN-3 and its related available 
execution tools is to take full advantage of its logging 
information in order to rapidly detect faults due to race 
conditions. We also propose enhancements to the TTCN-
3 language to make our testing concurrency problem 
statement usable. 

II. A CASE STUDY

In sub-section A we define the dynamic state problem to 
be addressed, in sub-section B we propose thee methods 
to specify concurrent systems tests. 

A. Defining the problem 

Although, we have studied extensively testing 
concurrency problem in industrial applications [11], the 
following simplified case study is about testing the 
transition of the state of a system and the kind of 
responses it should reply with. Here we have parallel 
users that send a request to a book ordering system and 
get two kinds of replies depending on the two possible 
states of the SUT: has stock; or out of stock. The problem 
is that it is impossible to predict the test oracle (predicted 
response) since each user is independent from each other 
and thus does not know the state of the SUT. This is 
similar in e-commerce applications like on-line ordering 
of merchandise and hotel booking and train or airline 
reservations systems. A typical warning message for a 
hotel reservation system is to warn the customer that there 
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is only one room left at a given rate. Thus from a tester 
point of view, it is hard to predict if a response 
corresponds to a success or a failure. However, if the 
users are coordinated, the response to a given user can be 
predictable.  

The interesting aspect of this simple example is that 
we have tried various approaches of coordination and 
some resulted in race conditions problems, thus disturbing 
the test process altogether. Table I shows the values of 
test oracles depending of the state of the SUT, in our case: 
has stock; or out of stock. In short a test passes if an 
invoice and shipping confirmation is received when there 
is inventory left or when out-of-stock is received and the 
server is out of stock. All other cases are failures. 

Unit testing would consists in putting the SUT in the 
appropriate state and check the individual responses.  

What is missing from a unit test is the dynamic aspect 
of seeing the state change as the maximum available 
inventory is reached. 

TABLE I. EXPECTED TEST ORACLES DEPENDING ON THE 
STATE OF THE SUT 

Response to 
the User/state 

Has stock Out of stock 

Invoice pass fail 

Out of stock fail pass 

B. TTCN-3 implementation 

The TTCN-3 implementation of the user parallel test 
component (PTC) is based on a simple request/response 
behavior pattern with the response being analyzed with 
the four possible configurations of two states and two 
corresponding responses making use of the TTCN-3 alt
(alternative) construct. Each alternative is guarded with 
the predicted state of the SUT. The receive statement 
contains what the received message from the SUT should 
match and the predicate between square brackets, the 
predicted state of the SUT. 

function ptcBehavior() runs on PTCType 
{ 
  p.send("purchase"); 

  alt { 
     [state == "has_stock"]  
        p.receive("invoice") { 

setverdict(pass); 
  } 
[state == "out_of_stock"]  

        p.receive("invoice") { 
setverdict(fail); 

  } 
[state == "out_of_stock"]  

         p.receive("out_of_stock") { 
setverdict(pass); 

   }  

[state == "has_stock"]  
   p.receive("out_of_stock") { 

setverdict(fail); 
   }  

  }; 
} 

Figure 2. PTC Client test verdicts situations

Instead, unit testing would break down the problem into 
two separate test cases and especially without the need for 
PTCs. Here the unit is represented by a given state. 

First unit test case: 

function unitTestBehavior_1() runs on  
                           MTCType { 
  p.send("purchase"); 

  alt { 
     [] p.receive("invoice") { 

setverdict(pass); 
  } 

     [] p.receive("invoice") { 
setverdict(fail); 

  } 

Second unit test case: 

     [] p.receive("out_of_stock") { 
setverdict(pass); 

     } 
     [] p.receive("out_of_stock") { 

setverdict(fail); 
     } 
   } 

The predicates are empty because the state is predictable 
due to the manipulation of the SUT by the tester by 
emptying the data base in the first case and populating the 
database in the second case. Another drawback of unit 
testing is that the testing process would not be entirely 
automated since it requires a manual intervention of the 
tester between the two states. 

Assuming that the SUT has three books on hand, the 
ideal testing results would be to get an invoice response 
for the first three users and an out of stock response for 
the remaining users as shown on Figure 3 and an overall 
pass verdict for the test. 

However, the results shown in Figure 3 are only ideal 
and rarely happen. Instead, we see more results of the 
kind of Figure 4 that show the full effect of race 
conditions because each PTC starts at different times. 
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Figure 3. Ideal testing responses 

The failures shown in Figure 4 are the result of 
mismatches between expected and received messages 
when tests are executed without coordination.  

Figure 4. Uncoordinated execution results

Figure 5 shows the TTCN-3 tools data inspection feature 
[2][3] that provides detailed message and test oracle 
contents that enable the tester to understand the reasons 
for failure. 

Figure 5. Expected vs received values 

In this case, one may wonder where the state value 
comes from. This is where the test coordination is taking 
place. TTCN-3 has the concept of main test component 
(MTC) that precisely looks after that. 

In our case the coordination is achieved via abstract 
coordination ports cp that link the master test component 
and the PTCs as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6. Test coordination with MTC 

There are three ways to address test coordination.  

1) Using coordination messages  
The approach consists in using coordination messages 
between the MTC and the PTCs that contain the predicted 
state of the SUT. On the user PTC’s side we need an 
additional line that receives the state from the MTC 
before the user attempts to test the SUT: 

cp.receive(charstring:?)->value state; 

On the MTC side, we send a message containing the state 
to the PTC that the tester thinks that the server is 
supposed to be in. In our case this is achieved by 
changing the state once three requests have been placed as 
follows: 

testcase coordinated_msgs_test() 
   runs on MTCType system SystemType { 
       … 
   cp.send("has_stock") to user1; 
   cp.receive("ack") from user1; 

   cp.send("has_stock") to user2; 
   cp.receive("ack") from user2; 

   cp.send("has_stock") to user3; 
   cp.receive("ack") from user3; 

   // after three purchase requests,  
   // the item is now out of stock 

   cp.send("out_of_stock") to user4; 
   cp.receive("ack") from user4; 

   cp.send("out_of_stock") to user5; 
   cp.receive("ack") from user5; 

   … 
} 

Figure 7. Test coordination by MTC 
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In TTCN-3, the receive statement is blocking. Thus, 
the rest of the behavior of the PTC will not execute while 
the coordination message has not been received. 

Note the returned ack message. The ack is used to 
prevent racing. In other words, a new individual test 
cannot occur before the previous test has fully completed, 
otherwise more requests are being sent to the server 
which may change its state before a response is sent back 
to a user resulting in failure. We have observed that 
removing the ack effectively produces race conditions. 
We leave this verification as an exercise to the reader. 

2) Coordination using PTC Threads operations 
PTCs are in fact translated by the TTCN-3 compiler 

that produces an executable in a general purpose language 
(GPL) such as Java or C++ and many others using 
threads. Thus, one typical Thread operation that is 
available in TTCN-3 is to check if the thread has 
terminated. This is represented in TTCN-3 with the 
keyword done. Here, as shown in Figure 8, each PTC is 
started using a parameter representing the function 
behavior that carries the predicted state of the SUT.  

There are in fact two ways to use this feature: the 
first one consists in placing the done statement 
immediately after the corresponding start statement. This 
would result in transforming a concurrent system into a 
sequential execution system with effects similar to the 
coordination messages solution shown in the previous 
section.  

testcase thread_operations_test() 
   runs on MTCType system SystemType { 
       … 
   user1.start(purchasingBehavior 

     ("has_stock")); 
   user2.start(purchasingBehavior 
                       ("has_stock")); 
   user3.start(purchasingBehavior 
                       ("has_stock")); 

   user1.done; 
   user2.done; 
   user3.done; 

   user4.start(purchasingBehavior 
                    ("out_of_stock")); 
   user5.start(purchasingBehavior 
                    ("out_of_stock")); 
   user6.start(purchasingBehavior 
                    ("out_of_stock"));

   user4.done; 
   user5.done; 
   … } 

Figure 8. MTC behavior using PTC threads operations 

In this second approach, we have chosen to place all 
the done statements after all the start statements for the 
first three PTCs to simulate the database reaching its 
maximum inventory. This has the advantage to at least 
conserve some of the concurrent behavior of the system 
and thus avoiding a full sequential test execution of PTCs. 

3) Introducing semaphores to TTCN-3 
In a way the second approach is less sequential than the 
first one but still somewhat sequential. Thus, we have 
explored a third solution that would eliminate some 
aspects of the sequential aspect of this test behavior. The 
method consists in using shared variables and semaphores 
among PTCs. The shared variable keeps track of the 
inventory on hand and enables a PTC to determine the 
state of the SUT on its own. However, TTCN-3 does not 
have the concept of shared variables, neither semaphores 
and thus we recommend modifying the standard. In our 
case, we need to declare the inventory variable as shared. 
TTCN-3 test suites are always translated in a GPL that is 
then compiled and executed. Since this feature is not 
available in TTCN-3 we have used an implementation in 
Java that would be typically comparable to the one 
generated by the TTCN-3 compiler but somewhat 
simplified to make it easier to understand. 

public static void main(String args[]) 
      throws InterruptedException {  

   PTCtype ptc1 = new PTCtype("ptc1"); 
   PTCtype ptc2 = new PTCtype("ptc2"); 
   PTCtype ptc3 = new PTCtype("ptc3"); 
   PTCtype ptc4 = new PTCtype("ptc4"); 
   PTCtype ptc5 = new PTCtype("ptc5"); 
   PTCtype ptc6 = new PTCtype("ptc6"); 

   ptc1.start(); 
   ptc2.start(); 
   ptc3.start(); 
   ptc4.start(); 
   ptc5.start(); 
   ptc6.start(); 

   ptc1.join();  
   ptc2.join();  
   ptc3.join(); 
   ptc4.join();  
   ptc5.join();  
   ptc6.join(); 

  } 
Figure 9. MTC behavior using semaphores 

       Note that the java main method of Figure 9 
corresponds to the TTCN-3 MTC test case behavior. The 
basic difference with the TTCN-3 version shown in 
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Figure 8 is the presence of the join method that needs to 
be added to the TTCN-3 standard and the absence of state 
indication sent to the PTCs. The join statement does not 
exist in TTCN-3 and is part of our recommendation in 
modifying the standard. Now, we need to show the 
different modification required in the definition of the 
PTCs behavior as shown in Figure 2 to implement the 
semaphores. The PTC type needs first to declare a 
semaphore as does the Java version. The new TTCN-3 
Semaphore data type would merely be translated to the 
corresponding Semaphore class in Java. 

class PTCType extends Thread {  
Semaphore sem;  
String threadName;  
String state = ""; 

Then the Semaphore instance needs to have an acquire
statement as in Java: 

sem.acquire();  

The shared variable inventory is then used to compute the 
predicted state that can be used in the TTCN-3 alt receive
statement: 

if(inventory > 0) { 
inventory--; 

   state = "has_stock"; 
} 
else 
   state = "out_of_stock"; 

// place the alt statements as shown on Figure 2 
here. 

And finally add a semaphore release statement at the end 
of the PTC behavior as follows: 

    sem.release(); 

4) Evaluation 
We have observed that the semaphore version of this 

problem produces a sequence of execution very similar to 
the first approach using coordination messages. The only 
difference being that the sequence of the executed PTCs 
is not entirely in the order of the start of each PTC, i.e. 
from 1 to 6. Instead the semaphore version produces 
various sequences of PTC execution but in all remain 
sequences thus preventing discovering concurrency 
problems. Thus, we think that the second approach that 
consists in running PTCs in batches of states is possibly a 
better approach. However, the second method may run 
into problems when complex templates are used for 
depicting for example shopping baskets where the various 
items may have different limits. In any case, this method 
is much better than unit testing. 

III. TTCN-3 AS A MODELLING LANGUAGE

Normally, testing activities can take place only once 
the SUT has been fully developed and is runnable. 
However, planning and developing automated test cases 
can be done in parallel to the SUT development phase.  
More importantly, the missing SUT can be emulated 
using TTCN-3. This enables us to find any flaws in the 
automated test suites before we apply them to the SUT 
and thus reduce time to market. 

In our case study, this means finding a way to portray 
a behavior that replies with “invoice” when there is 
inventory on hand and replies “out of stock” when 
inventory has reached zero. At the abstract level, there is 
no need to implement a full system, in our case probably a 
web application and a related database. The 
implementation of such an abstract system is as follows: 

function SUTbehavior() runs on SUTType  
{ 
   var integer inventory := 3; 
   var PTCType ptc := null; 
   var MTCType mtc_ := null; 

   alt { 
[] p.receive("purchase") ->  

                          sender ptc { 
   if(inventory > 0) { 

p.send("invoice") to ptc; 
inventory := inventory -1; 

   } 
   else {  

            p.send("out_of_stock") to  
                                  ptc; 

   }; 
         repeat 

} 
[] ap.receive("stop")  

-> sender mtc_ 
            setverdict(pass) 

} 
   } 
} 

Figure 10. SUT behavior 

We use a simple variable to portray the inventory that 
we set at 3 units. Every time a request to purchase an item 
comes in, we decrease the inventory. A simple if-then-
else statement provides the correct response of invoice or 
out-of-stock state. At the abstract level, this is all we need.   

Also, the test suite is developed in two different 
levels of abstraction. First, we use simplified messages 
like here simple strings with values. Once we simulate the 
abstract system and we are happy with the results, in a 
second step we merely redefine the abstract data types 
and its corresponding templates (test oracles for received 
messages and data content for sent messages) as follows: 
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1st step: Data types and templates declarations: 

type charstring RequestType; 
type charstring ResponseType; 

template RequestType myRequest_t :=  
"purchase"; 

template ResponseType  
myInvoiceResponse_t  

:= "invoice"; 
template ResponseType  

myOutOfStockResponse_t:= 
   "out_of_stock";

Figure 11. simplified data types and templates 

2nd step: Real data types and templates: 

type record RequestType { 
    charstring bookName, 
    charstring ISBN 
} 

type record ResponseType { 
    charstring bookName, 
    charstring ISBN, 
    charstring status, 
    charstring action 
} 

template RequestType myRequest_t := { 
    bookName := “ttcn-3 in a 
nutshell”, 
    ISBN := “978-2-345-678” 
} 

Template ResponseType myResponse_t := 
{ 

bookName := “war and peace”, 
     ISBN := “978-2-345-678”, 
     Status := “on hand”, 
     Action := “invoice” 
} 

Figure 12. Fully realistic data types and templates 

Note that both datatypes and templates are defined using 
the same identifiers. Only their content is different. 

IV. CONCLUSION

Despite its long history, testing concurrent systems 
remains complex and does not always provide accurate 
results. In this paper we have shown that using formal 
methods for testing such as TTCN-3 helps to locate 
problems accurately because of the wide choice of results 
visualization features that the various commercial and 
open source editing, and execution tools provide.  We 
also recommended enhancing the TTCN-3 standard by 
providing shared variables and semaphore features for the 
MTC and the PTCs. We also have shown a way to partly 
avoid sequencing PTC test by using batches of concurrent 
tests by using the current features of TTCN-3. 
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